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Designed to teach girls, it now houses a design school
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Image: Lee School for Girls, 1001 Prince Street, shown on a postcard from the 1910s. Photo, Alexandria Library Special
Collections.
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n the early 20th century, public
schools in Alexandria were
separated by both race and
gender, and by 1908 a new
building was needed for white
female students. Architect Charles
M. Robinson of Richmond was
selected to design the new school
in the 1000 block of Prince Street
near the northwest corner with
Patrick Street. Construction of the
16-room structure was estimated
to cost $30,000.
The two-story building,
seen in this postcard from the
1910s, had a raised basement
and two blocks of classrooms
topped with low-hipped roofs. These were joined by a center section, which served as a main entrance
with a small balcony directly above the front doors. The brick and concrete structure had a tile roof with a
cupola above the center entrance. In 1909, a nearly identical school designed by the same architect was
built in Richmond. Robinson designed Highland Park and several other Richmond schools in the same
Mediterranean Revival style.
Students first used the Lee School for Girls in June 1909 for their commencement with classes
beginning there the following fall. The school was later known as the Lee School when it became
coeducational. It closed for several years in the 1950s and when it reopened in the fall of 1957, it was
called the Prince Street School. By the late 1960s, it was used for vocational and special education
classes before being permanently closed by Alexandria City Public Schools in the mid 1970s.
The City of Alexandria later sold the building and throughout most of the 1980s it was home to the
National Conservative Foundation before Virginia Tech acquired it in 1989. Today, it is the WashingtonAlexandria Architecture Center for Virginia Techs College of Architecture and Urban Studies.
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“Out of the Attic” is published each week in the Alexandria Times newspaper. The column began in
September 2007 as “Marking Time” and explored Alexandria’s history through collection items, historical
images and architectural representations. Within the first year, it evolved into “Out of the Attic” and
featured historical photographs of Alexandria.
These articles appear with the permission of the Alexandria Times and were authored by Amy Bertsch,
former Public Information Officer, and Lance Mallamo, Director, on behalf of the Office of Historic
Alexandria.

